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Who we are?

MTB Oxygen is a non-proit organization with a mission to promote sports and recreation, healthy life-

style, and alternative tourism in the Republic of Macedonia. It is founded in 1997 by a group of enthusiasts 

in beauty, adventure, travel, wellbeing, pleasure, friendship, fascination, positive energy, untouched nature, 

and above all, increased adrenalin rush ... all of which enables us to embrace the beauty of the nature and 

to experience and see what nature has to offer to us.

In its early years, MTB Oxygen was functioning only for races and competitions, and it organized its irst 
cross country mountain bike competition on the mountain Bistra, near Mavrovo at the end of the nineties.  

Since the beginning of organized cross country rides in Macedonia and all the way to the irst years of 21st 
century, MTB Oxygen was the organizer of almost all events related to mountain biking and the develop-

ment of active alternative tourism in the Republic of Macedonia.

We were the initiators of the Balkan Mountain Bike Federation (BMBF). Members of MTB Oxygen, as 

representatives of Macedonia, participated in the irst Balkan championship in mountain biking which took 
place near Athens in Greece. In the year 2000 we also took part in the second Balkan championship in 

mountain biking that was organized in Poljana Brashov, Romania. In the year 2004 in Mavrovo (mountain 
Bistra) we organized the Balkan championship in mountain biking where representatives from seven Bal-
kan countries and more than 100 elite competitors gathered. In recent years we took part in numerous in-

ternational events, both recreational and professional, with a special note to our participation at the famous 

mountain bike festival in Lago di Garda, Italy, in 2010, where members of MTB Oxygen were among the 

2000 professionals competing and among more than 10.000 fans of this sport. 



The development of mountain biking in Macedonia inevitably contributed to the rise of the, so called, 

active and alternative tourism in Republic of Macedonia. MTB Oxygen has been a dynamic supporter of 

the development of active and alternative tourism in Republic of Macedonia over the past ten years. Some 

of our more recent realized projects include: mountain bike trail markings in Mavrovo and promotion of the 
alternative tourism in Mavrovo under name Summer Scheme, marking bike trails in Krushevo, marking bike 

trails in region of Skopje, national park Jasen in Mariovo, among others. We were also actively involved in 

a number of seminars and workshops regarding development of this type of tourism in Republic of Mac-

edonia.

As an active member of the tourism cluster within the USAID project MCA (Macedonian Competitive-

ness Activity), MTB Oxygen was included in the promotion of Macedonian tourist capacities in front of the 

foreign delegates from Vermont, USA, within the event VERMOUNT OUTREACH. Furthermore, we were 

closely involved in the presentation of the Macedonian capacities to 25 world tour operators during their 

visit to Macedonia.  We promoted the Macedonian possibilities for active and alternative tourism to the 

biggest German and Russian tour operators and we visited several European tourism fairs. MTB Oxygen 

together with RICHARD BANGS ADVENTURES - YAHOO promoted Macedonia and its capacities for ac-

tive tourism through one of the largest internet search engines Yahoo. We were hosts to the French citizens  
Nathalie Cuche - reporter, Eric Beallet - photographer, Bruno Laval - bike tester and Olivier Durbec – doc-

tor, who were doing a report on Macedonia for one of the most famous European magazines for alternative 
tourism from Switzerland. We are an active member and a supporter of the project Exploring Macedonia   
http://www.exploringmacedonia.com, and we partner with a number of travel agencies in the Republic of 

Macedonia. . 



Kozjak, Kitka, Solunska glava, Mavrovo marathon, Mariovo Wilderness, Shara waters, Krushevo, Gali-
cica are just some of the events in which we are continuously involved. We support sport as well as active 

and alternative tourism in almost all events that are organized throughout Macedonia, visited by an increas-

ing number of people eager to enjoy the natural beauties of Macedonia.

As professionals with an extensive experience in the development of a new way of recreation and tour-

ism in Macedonia, we understand the need for other parties to get involved in this type of tourism in the 

Republic of Macedonia and we encourage such initiatives. MTB Oxygen is keen to assist all of those willing 

to raise public awareness and to contribute to the development of tourism in Macedonia: volunteers, dona-

tions, standard advertising, or branding.

As a non-proit organization, MTB Oxygen uses all its membership funds for the development of sports 
and tourism in Macedonia.  We organize professional competitions, recreational rides, marking bike trails, 
we take groups of tourist throughout Macedonian mountain regions, we help travel agencies to attract do-

mestic and foreign tourists, among others.

 Besides everything MTB Oxygen has achieved thus far, there are many more unfulilled projects, main-

ly due to lack of resources. We sincerely hope that this short introduction and the presentation that follows 

will attract your attention and provoke interest in parties willing to cooperate with MTB Oxygen in the future.



Shoud you have any questions, ideas or you simply would like to contact us, please do not hesitate to 

do so - MTB Oxygen is a non-proit organization created for all people  who love sports and nature.
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Volunteer help

Volunteering is beneicial. It makes us feel better, increases our 
self-conidence and it invigorates us. As a non-proit organization, 
MTB Oxygen understands what it means to have scarce inances, 
lack of helping hands, not enough capacities and resources, while 

at the same time experiencing great desire to realize our ideas. Still, 
what drives us are our great enthusiasm and our passion to help each other.  Should you need a volunteer,  

or  would like to volunteer yourself  for some of the events that MTB Oxygen organizes, or just get in touch, 
MTC Oxygen is always there for you.

Donations

MTB Oxygen is as non-proit organization, and we always welcome 
additional help due to our limited resources, on one hand, and the striv-

ing to realize many ideas and wishes. on the other. All our resources 
are directed for what we stand: afirmation and promotion of Macedonia, 
sport development, culture, mutual friendship and understanding. We are grateful for all sorts of donations: 

money, products, gadgets, etc. Maybe a 1 cent donation sounds very modest, but we at MTB appreciate it 

greatly because behind one donated cent stands a great, like-minded person whom MTB Oxygen will have 

befriended. 



Partners

MTB Oxygen always relies on partners for the realization of its own agenda of activities. We are happy 
to hear from companies or institutions with similar professional mission to ours, as well as from those in the 

region in which MTB Oxygen operates. The principle of networking and partnership is the base for MTB 

Oxygen as non-proit organization.  With mutual interests partnership is always possible.

Tourism sector

MTB Oxygen cooperates with several hotels, travel agencies, organizations and отхер agencies. No 
matter if it is only a bike rental, mountain bike tour guide or you would like to cooperate in the ield of or-
ganized travel tours offered by MTB Oxygen we are always open for cooperation. We offer a professional 
approach and we welcome any suggestions. MTB Oxygen has existed for 16 years, 10 years of which it 

is actively involved in the development of alternative tourism in Macedonia. We are familiar with the needs 

of the tourism sector and we have experience and readiness for realization of mountain bike travel tours. 
We are active partners of www.exploringmacedonia.com, the cluster for tourism of RM and several travel 

agencies.







Event sponsorship
Mavrovo, Mariovo, Krushevo  and other recreational events 

During one season, MTB Oxygen organizes several recreational 
events that last over the weekends. These recreational events are 

supported by local municipalities and are usually covered by media 

in order to increase the popularity of active and alternative tourism 

in that municipality. Several hundred participants take part at these 

events and they attract signiicant attention within the municipality 
where the event is held. The sponsor of such an event receives sub-

stantial advertising through various media and means. Moreover, the 

name of the sponsor is added to the name of the event, to ensure 

direct identiication of the main sponsor with the event during TV 
and Radio broadcast of the event. The sponsor is obliged to cover 

certain expenses such as food and beverages during the event, re-

freshments during the active periods and some additional expenses 

around the organization itself.  If you would like to sponsor one of our 
mountain bike event, please feel free to contact us.



Balkan Mountain Bike Championship 2014

In 2004, in Macedonia, MTB Oxygen organized the forth Balkan cham-

pionship in mountain biking. Then, more than one hundred professional 

cyclist from seven Balkan countries participated at the event that was held 

on mountain Bistra in Mavrovo. Several hundred fans cheered the contest-

ants and the event was broadcast on the Macedonian national television 

as well as published in all printed media. 

In 2014, MTB Oxygen again will be organizer of the Balkan Mountain 
Bike Championship, where participants from eleven Balkan countries are 

expected to attend. The event will be broadcast on the Macedonian na-

tional television and we are in negotiations for broadcasting on some of the 

satellite TV channels. The Balkan championship will be organized within 
the Bike festival in the national park of Jasen. The event will last for 3 days 

and besides the Balkan championship race there will also be downhill and 

marathon UCI races. The whole event and festival will be supported by 

the City of Skopje, Cycling Federation of Macedonia, Agency for Sport 

and Youth, local municipalities and other institutions. MTB Oxygen, as the 

organizer of this event, is open for cooperation with all interested parties that wish to be sponsors of the 
event, or advertise themselves during the event. The event is the irst of its kind in the Republic of Macedo-

nia and it is expected to be visited by thousands of visitors from all over.



UCI and Macedonian national cycling competitions

Over the past few years, MTB Oxygen regularly hosts professional cycling completions which are or-

ganized within the Macedonian cycling championship in mountain biking. The races for the Macedonian 
championship are attended by no more than one hundred professional cy-

clists, while the races for the European and World cups are attended by 

more than 500 hundred professional cyclists. All competition events 

are organized with the support of sponsors, donators and the sup-

port of MTB Oxygen. The inancial support needed for organizing 
such events largely depends on the size of the event and the 
plan of the sponsor for promotion.









EU projects

With the many possibilities for EU inancing, it has been almost inevitable that 
MTB Oxygen as non-proit organization be involved in various projects on the devel-
opment of local municipalities, cross border cooperation, sports and recreation, multi-

ethnic cooperation etc. MTB Oxygen has a number of ideas for whose realization a 
partnership is needed even for the application process.  If you believe that alternative 

tourism, sports and recreation are ields in which you would like to apply for EU funds 
we are offering our cooperation for partnership.  

Active and alternative tourism development in local   

municipalities

Over the past years, and in cooperation with local municipalities, hotels, and 

locals, MTC Oxygen has marked hundreds of kilometers of mountain bike trails 

throughout Macedonia. Mavrovo, Krushevo, NP Jasen, Skopje are just some of 

the places where we have marked and traced trails. We are involved in all the 

stages of this process: from inding the routes, GPS recording, computer data 
processing, sign design and up to on site implementation of everything. As a 

non-proit organization formed by a group of people operating in this area we 
are always open for cooperation with local municipalities and other interested 
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parties. We are active participants in the development of alternative tourism in Macedonia for more than 10 

years and we are available for help and advise for everyone who wishes to get involved in the alternative 

tourism.

Public awareness

MTB Oxygen as a non - proit organization understands the need of companies and institutions for 
socially responsible activities. Many MTB Oxygen projects have public beneits and their realization is sig-

niicant for the needs of the people in the Republic of Macedonia.  Still the resources 
of MTB Oxygen are limited and MTB Oxygen is always on the lookout for possible 

future partners, to be able to continue with the realization of its socially responsible 
projects. MTB Oxygen would like to join forces with your company/institution and to-

gether we can realize some of the following socially responsible projects: project for 
raising awareness for bicycle riding, project for cycling schools for children below the 

age of 10,  project for the construction of bike parks, project Explore Macedonia.  If you 

have another idea for a project and you need partner such as MTB Oxygen, please 

do not hesitate contact us.







For companies and organizations 
Team building 

Team building incorporates a broad range of ac-

tivities aimed to create better team work. Team build-

ing can be achieved through different practices, start-

ing from simple exercises to complex simulations and 

several days of team building vacations, created to 

form a team that always wins. Team building repre-

sents an important factor in every company, and its 

focus and goal is to bring out the best in every team 

in order to inluence development, positive commu-

nication, leadership and ability to work as a whole in 

solving issues. MTB Oxygen offers full organization 
of your team building event: transportation of your bi-

cycles, accommodation and the realization of team 
building activities. We offer accommodation in tents, 

private accommodation, hotels, all depending on the 

needs of team building event. Every team building event unique, contact us and together we will create the 

team building event which best its your needs.



GPS trail marking

MTB Oxygen operates 

with a number of GPS 

navigation devices which 

enable us to securely 

and precisely mark vari-

ous trails and routes. If 

you need GPS marking 

for different underground 

infrastructures or maybe 

GPS marking for hard 

and not so hard terrains, 

MTB Oxygen offers you 

these services. Many of 

the MTB Oxygen members are highly qualiied individuals, with many years of professional and recreation 
experience of using GPS devices. MTB Oxygen delivers all GPS measurements in the format that is previ-

ously agreed.   Integration of the GPS markings with Google Earth and other programs is also possible.







Internet advertizing: web banner, mail footer, Facebook ...

These days, Internet advertising and the new technologies which have emerged are one of the key tools 

of marketing for every company. With the possibility of advertizing over Internet through MTB Oxygen we 
offer you not only to increase your marketing mix but also to reach out for one new target group, lovers of 

nature and alternative tourism. Your add as web banner or text will be on our website, in every mail cor-

respondence, on our Facebook proile and in all electronic publishing by MTB Oxygen in front of thousands 
of internet users who are part of recreational, active and alternative tourism in Macedonia and abroad.

Bicycle advertizng on recreational tours

During one year, MTB Oxygen participates in around twenty events connected with mountain tour-

ism and biking throughout Macedonia. Hundreds of nature lovers participate at these events, and many 

of them, such as Mariovo, Ohrid, Shar Planina, Mavrovo etc., are covered by the media.   With your ad 

displayed during these events, your company will eficiently advertize it-
self throughout Macedonia, since all events are organized in different 
regions of the country. Most of these events are organized by starting 
from a major city with the support of the local municipality and afterwards 

they move towards the beautiful local mountain regions. Besides these 

tours MTB Oxygen also organizes travel tours for domestic and foreign 
tourists who wish to learn more about the Macedonian natural beauty.
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During all these events your ad will be center-stage. Your ad will be visible and easily 

distinguished on a number of bicycles. With this kind of advertizing your company will 
be promoted among tourist attractions and in front of thousands of nature lovers in 

Macedonia.

Advertizing on MTB Oxygen cycling jersey

MTB Oxygen cycling jersey is an attractive way to advertize your company.   
The jersey is noticeable, always present, and in the center of attention for the 

media and surrounding crowd. Thus, the ad is visible during all recreational 

and competition events in which MTB Oxygen takes part. The number of par-

ticipants at these events is large, for instance, in Lago di Garda in Italy where 

we take part every year there are more than 10.000 participants.  In Macedonia 

there are around twenty organized recreational events and around ten competi-
tion events in which the number of participants varies from 200-400 in recrea-

tional and 50-100 in competition events. All the events in Macedonia are covert 



by media and more and more people are attracted by this kind of sport and recreation.   Besides these 

organized events, members of MTB Oxygen are also continuously present throughout many natural sites 
in Macedonia, as well as on the streets in Skopje and other towns, implying that your ad will be present at 

least 50 hours weekly everywhere our members and supporters go. In addition, your ad will be present dur-

ing all activities of the club throughout the year, at the recreational tours, as well as the tours we organize 
for domestic and foreign tourists.

Advertizing on MTB Oxygen cycling T-shirt

Ads on MTB Oxygen cycling T-shirts are ads with several beneits. The T-shirt is worn not only by mem-

bers of MTB Oxygen but by all people that support the work of MTB Oxygen, 

bringing  thus the number of people wearing your company logo to several 

hundreds. It is also worn not only during events and competitions but also 

during daily activities elsewhere. Most of the people who own such T-shirts 

are closely connected with sport and tourism and everywhere they move your 

ad will be present.



MTB Oxygen transportation vehicle advertizing

The transportation vehicle owned by MTB Oxygen represents a passenger transportation vehicle with 8+1 

seats.  It represents your most noticeable moving advertise-

ment, with large dimensions. The vehicle is used by MTB 

Oxygen members on all their travels and for daily rides.  

Your ad will be immediately noticed due to the attractive 

look of the vehicle and the distinguishable ads on it.  Moreo-

ver, MTB Oxygen rents this vehicle together with its trailer 

for bicycles: an offer which has proven to be very attractive 

to a number of travel companies, cycling clubs and other or-

ganizations of recreational, professional and tourist events.



MTB Oxygen tent advertizing

Most of the recreational, competition and tourist events are organ-

ized over the weekends. During these organized events, MTC Oxygen 
erects a number of tent clusters, forming small camps for overnight stay.   

MTB Oxygen tents are also used on all organized tourist tours for do-

mestic and foreign tourists, during companies’ team building events, 

various promotions as well as other activities by the club. This ad type 

is static but the size of the ad is substantial and the positioning of the 
tents is always in the near vicinity of the event. Visiting all tourist regions 

over the year, the ad itself on number of tents provides a very distinguishable company brand throughout 

Macedonia. 

MTB Oxygen promotion tent advertizing

MTB Oxygen promotion tent ad is a static advertisement always po-

sitioned in the center of all happenings. No matter whether it is a volun-

teering action, setting up a mini-camp, a recreational event or a com-

pany team building event, MTB Oxygen always sets its promotion tent 

center-stage. Easily noticed, at the height of more than 2m, your ad will 

be seen by all participants in the event. During media coverage, award 



nominations or press conferences the promotion tent is always the spot from where we give our press re-

ports, awards and general information. The tent is set during all recreational, competitive and tourist events 

which we visit over the year and during which thousands of participants take part.

MTB Oxygen lag advertizing

The MTB Oxygen lag is easy to carry ad and therefore it is set up everywhere we 
go. The lag is always set as an indication of our presence and support for the current 
activity: in mountains or cities, when riding or attending presentations for tourism devel-

opment in Macedonia, or when supporting the local municipality in their development 

of active and alternative tourism. Even though, the ad on the lag may be discreet, it 
is always present at events where one can rarely see any other ads. The ad space on 

the lag itself is limited and therefore increases its effectiveness. The advertizement 
provokes greatness of the company brand.



Advertizing on MTB Oxygen media billboard 
(the billboard is set as a background during all press releases)

The press billboard is always used as a background for all  

MTB Oxygen press releases or the press releases by other par-

ticipants of the events which MTB Oxygen organizes or supports.   
The billboard, together with the presentation tent, represents the 

oficial portrait of MTB Oxygen for all press presentations. 

 



Advertizing on promotional materials, layers, posters ...

During the summer season, MTB Oxygen distributes various layers and posters 
regarding its organized events and tours. Besides the liers and posters we also cre-

ate promotional materials such as brochures and liers for tourists that we distribute 
among travel agencies regarding our offers for active and alternative tourism. In 

general, this promotional material is distributed among the tourism sector and at 

places where we believe we can attract more attention. With the advertizing in this 
promotional materials your company represents itself as a supporter of our organ-

ized events and it increases the company brand awareness among a speciic group 
of potential clients.



Product branding and distribution
Branded jerseys, T-shirts, gloves, water bottles, socks, jackets 

Every company has its own way of communication with their clients. In marketing, there is no limit to the 

creativity of a company in relation to its clients. If you believe that sports, recreation, tourism are your target 

group of clients, than MTB Oxygen offers you fully branded products with your company logo and design 

and their distribution among target clients. With our capacities, we can quickly distribute branded products 

directly to thousands of lovers of recreational, active and alternative tourism. The size of the campaign 
depends on the company, but we are ready to reach directly thousands of company potential clients with 

these branded products.



Advertizing and promotions

Do you have a promotion coming? Would you 

like to promote your products in a unique and ef-

fective way? MTB Oxygen makes that possible 

with its services: from complete moving branded 

advertizing throughout the streets of Skopje and 
other cities, to the delivery of liers from person to 
person. Faster and more eficient than any other 
direct marketing method, we can cover large re-

gions and reach many people, bringing considera-

ble inancial impact. Since each product/service is 
different, it asks for a different promotion. Please 

contact us to discuss your needs. 







Mountain bike guide
MTB Oxygen guide

Members of MTB Oxygen are experienced mountain bikers who have 

been in all regions of Macedonia. We have GPS navigation devices, irst 
aid, spare parts, experience in riding trails and some of the members of 

MTB Oxygen are registered competitors within the Macedonian cycling 

federation, attesting their readiness and knowledge for mountain bike 

guiding. If you are a group or an individual and you would like to learn 

more about Macedonian nature, MTB Oxygen offers you individual tour 

guides for mountain biking. We will insure that your exploration is unfor-

gettable, yet safe. 

Members of MTB Oxygen who are in charge of mountain bike guiding 

are in the process of obtaining international licenses for mountain bike 

guides.



Organizing mountain bike tours for tourists 

Active and alternative tourism – tourist tours in Macedonia

Active tourism is gaining in popularity throughout the world, it has a 

positive inluence on people and the surrounding and it also represents 
a physical activity, a cultural exchange or interaction and contact with na-

ture.  MTB Oxygen, with the realization of its irst project Summer schema 
– Mavrovo in 2003, started to actively organize tourist tours for domestic 
and foreign tourists who would like to spend their holiday actively and at 

the same time to explore Macedonia and its natural beauty in a different 

way. We usually organize one, two and three day tours: on request, we 
can organize also one week and two week tours as well. All our tours 
are organized in different parts of Macedonia and the organization itself, 
places of stay, accommodation depend on the desire and abilities of the 

tourists. From tent accommodation up to luxury hotel accommodation, 

from easy to hard climb riding, all adopted to the needs of the tourists.   

We always endeavor to make the tours suitable for individuals of various 

physical abilities and regardless of the location of the tour: Mavrovo, Mari-

ovo, Ohrid, Krushevo or some other destination in Macedonia.  Contact us 

and relax in the beautiful nature of Macedonia. 



Rent a bike 

MTB Oxygen rents various types of bicycles used for mountain biking active holiday. We have both 

recreational cross country models and professional competition models, depending on the needs and 

inclinations of the people renting. Pick-up and return location of the bicycles is Skopje and the minimum 

rent period is one day. The cost of renting a bike depends on the model and the period of rent. We offer 

individual and group bicycle renting; for group renting we offer ifth door bicycle transportation racks.

Summer camp and bike school 

MTB Oxygen from year 2014 will start organizing summer camp for kids up to 13 years old. The sum-

mer camp will be organized in the irst half od July and will be held for one week. The location of the camp 
will be on some of the mountain tourist regions in Macedonia and accomodation will be in tents with idea 

of offering some new and unordinary for children as well as for them to learn and experience something 

new. During the camp children will learn about orientaion in nature, proper bike riding as well as many other 

activities that you can read in the camp programme brochure. Besides the bike camp in year 2014 MTB 

Oxygen will also start with as school for mountain biking where everyone interested can lear more about 

proper cycling and orientation with bike in mountain. More about bike school you can see in the bike scool 

brochure.
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